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0. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that in any division algebra of dimension 4 over its center, 
the identity (xy - yx)% - x(xy - yx)” holds for any three elements x, y, 
and x. Conversely, Marshall Hall has proved in [7] that a division ring in 
which the identity (xy - YX)~Z - z(zy - ~2)~ holds is of dimension at most 4 
over its center. It should be noted that (xy - ~2)~ takes values in the center 
when evaluated in a simple algebra of dimension < 4. More generally, 
Kaplansky proved in [ll] that a primitive algebra satisfying a polynomial 
identity is finite-dimensional over its center. He conjectured the existence, 
for any given n, of a polynomial f (xr ,..., xnz) which, when evaluated in n x n 
matrices over a field, takes central but nonconstant values. Such polynomials 
are called central polynomials, and have been shown to exist by Formanek [6]. 
It is then natural to ask about the existence of noncentral polynomials f  for 
which f  N is a central polynomial (N an integer > 2) on n x n matrices. It has 
been shown that this question is closely related to the crossed product 
conjecture for n2-dimensional division rings, and is equivalent to it when n 
is prime [13]. 
In this paper we will generalize the theorems of Marshall Hall and 
Kaplansky, as a consequence of a more general study of polynomials whose 
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evaluations in a division ring admit variable powers lying in the center. 
As a special case we get the stronger characterization of quaternion algebras 
(Corollary 3.7): Supp ose D is a division ring with center Z satisfying 
(xy - yx)“(s,g) E 2, n(x, y) a positive integer depending on x and ye Then 
is at most a-dimensional over Z. 
Our theorem follow from a study of algebraic valued maps, which we 
es&be. Suppose R is an algebra over a field A and B a subfield of 
A. Given a polynomial f  =j(xI ,..., c+) in Y noncommuting variables with 
coefficients in A, f  induces a map R* ---f R. 
EFPNITIQN 0.1. We will say f  is B-algebraic, respectively nil, or a 
polynomial identity of R if for all a, ,. . . , a, E R we have J (a, ,. . . ) a,) is algebraic 
over B, respectively nil, or zero. 
The study of such functions includes as special. cases, when 4 is the 
polynomial x1 ) the study of algebraic algebras over B and ml algebras. It also 
includes the study of A-algebras satisfying a polynomial identity. are 
thus natdraily limited in the results we obtain by the obstructions adY 
present in these theories. For instance, if A is infinite and f  is nil on R, is 
f  nil on the polynomial ring over R ? This is not known even for jf(xl) 
I f  A is i;_nite one can easily show that f may be even a polynomial identity o 
but not nil on R[x]. Considerations like this will often require us TV restric; 
attention to infinite fields. In fact many obstructions will disappear if A is 
assumed to be uncountable. In the uncountable case we will actuaily show 
(1.4, c) that the notions we have introduced are preserved under field 
remark that it is of some interest to extend De5nmon 0.1 to the case 
and B are simply commutative rings. It is then possible to consider 
functions which are B-integral. Some of the theorems we prove can be 
extended to this case, but since additional hypotheses are usually required we 
will restrict our attention to fields. 
I f f  has a nonzero constant term 01, J can only be evaluated in R if 
and clearly j cannot be nil or a polynomial identity. Writing J 
where f’ has no constant term, we see immediat that J is B-algebraic if 
and only if J’ is B-algebraic and 01 is algebraic over Therefore, without loss 
of generally, we will assume (unless otherwise sta ) that j has no constarrt 
term. 
Remarks. (1) If R . Lg b is a e raic over B (resp. nil) then every polynomials 
is B-algebraic (resp. nil), and conversely (1etting.f = z)~ 
(2) If  I and J are ideals of R so that I PI J is algebraic over 
satisfies f, and R/J is algebraic over B, thenJ is B-algebraic. 
(3) j is nil on R if and only i f f  is nil on R/N, where N = nil radical, of 
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We would like to see to what extent (2) has a converse. Also, what happens 
when the nature of the algebraic equations satisfied by the values off are 
further restricted. The restriction which we will analyze in detail is the 
subject of the next definition. 
DEFINITION 0.2. (1) An element a E R has multinomial degree < n over 
B if some n + 1 distinct powers of a are linearly dependent over B. 
(2) A polynomial f has multinomial degree < n over B on R if all its 
values have nultinomial degree < n. 
For the basic results on multinomial degree see [15]. Some of the results 
in [15] were originally proved by Kaplansky (see [lo, p. 183-1851). We remark 
that in (1) and (2) of Definition 0.2 we can define the multinomial degree of 
an element or a polynomial function to be the minimum of the n considered 
in (1) and (2). 
In Section 1 we discuss general structure theory for rings with algebraic 
valued maps. We prove that the notions we have defined are stable for algebras 
over uncountable fields. We also show if f is nil valued on R, then the values 
offN for some integer N (often equal to one) generate a nil ideal. 
In Section 2 we study the aforementioned notions in the context of algebras 
with polynomial identity. For these algebras we show that algebraic maps are 
stable, and nil maps are stable if the field is infinite. For a prime algebra R 
with an algebraic map f we show that f is an identity on R or R is algebraic. 
Functions of multinomial degree one are the subject of Section 3. The 
difficult case is that of a division ring D with a polynomial f of multinomial 
degree one over its center. Under some mild hypotheses we prove that D is 
finite-dimensional over its center 2. In fact if [D : Z] = 9, then f” is a 
central polynomial on D. This enables us to make various conclusions on 
primitive rings with functions of multinomial degree one. 
Section 4 is devoted to the general case of finite multinomial degree. Again 
under mild hypotheses we show that functions on n x n matrices of multi- 
nomial degree < k are identities of n - k x n - k matrices. We study such 
functions on primitive algebras, where again the key step is to show that a 
division algebra D with a function f of multinomial degree < k over its 
center Z is finite-dimensional over Z. Examples are given of such polynomials 
and their relation to classical problems on division algebras. 
1. GENERAL ALGEBRAIC VALUED MAPS 
We begin with two samples of the relation between algebraic valued 
functions and polynomial identities. 
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PROPOSITK~N 1.1. IJlf(xr ,..., q.) takes values in R which are integral ovm A 
(a co~~~ta~ve ring over which R is an algebra) of degree < k, then satisjies 
the polynomial identity 
S,+,(f(x, ,*.*, %)7”r,f(% ,-**, %)k-4,...,fb3. T--‘> XT)Y>Y)I m 
where S, is the standard identity of degree t. This ~0~~~0~~~~1 is ~o~t~~~‘a~ as 
soon as f  is not a constant module the nil ideal oj A. 
ProoJ. For all a,,...,a,, b in R, the elementsf(a,,..., ar)Bb,f(tzlT..~, c~~)~--lb,..~~ 
f (a, 3’s.) ar)b, b are linearly dependent over A with a linear relations using 1 
for the coe6cient of f(al ,...) a,)Lb since f(aI ,...) a,) is integral over A of 
degree < k. Therefore S,,, vanishes on these elements. If  A is a field, the 
polynomial (I) is nontrivial since in the free algebra .A(x, ,..‘) x, , y) any 
nonconstant polynomial f  (x1 , . . ., x,) and y  are free variables over A. In 
general we have a homomorphism of A into a field keeping (I) nontrivial if 
the coefbcients off are not aI1 nilpotent. 
For the next proposition we will return to the case when A and B are fields, 
an algebra over A, and f = f(xl ,..., x,) E A{x, s~..9 x,). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If f is not a constant function on commutative A-a~gebyas 
and it is B-algebraic valued on R, then R is algebraic over B. 
Let us 
j :yti, ,..., i x5 ,... 
denote by J the commutative polynomial induced by f; 
, x$ is by assumption not constant. Let a E R; we must 
show that a i?s algebraic over 2% Since the algebra A[a] satisfies the Sam-e 
hypotheses as R, it is sufficient (changing notation) to prove the theorem for 
R = A[a] commutative. 
We claim first that a is algebraic over A. Otherwise, for suitabble integers 
R 1 >..., K, we havef(a*l,..., afin) = C ail ,..., ina Cijkj is a nonconstant polynomial 
in a, so it is not algebraic over B. 
Thus we need only prove that A is algebraic over . We can clearly reduce 
to the case A infinite and B algebraically closed in A. Tn this case 
alss infinite since f  takes infinitely many values, ail of which are in B. 
Choosing suitably many n-tuples (a?),..., a;‘) in 23, we have: 
Since B is infinite we can choose the n-tuples in such a way that the deter- 
minant of the resulting system is a product of nonzero Vandermonae deter- 
minants. Therefore we see that f  is a polynomial with coefhcients in . Now 
the previous argument shows A is algebraic over B. 
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Remark. If R an A-algebra without 1 and f is nil valued on R, then if f 
does not vanish on A we can conclude that R is nil. As in Proposition 1.2, 
the ring A[a] (without 1) is easily seen to be a nil ring. If A is finite, R may 
actually satisfy a one variable identity without being nil. 
We will now introduce new notions closely related to the previous ones. 
Let us assume A = B a field for simplicity. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A polynomial f = f(xi ,..., x+.) E A(x, ,..., xr} is stably 
algebraic on an A-algebra R (resp. stably nil, a stable identity, stably of 
multinomial degree < k) if for any field T 3 A we havefis T-algebraic valued 
on R @A T (resp. nil valued, a polynomial identity, of multinomial 
degree < k). 
The main relationship between these notions and the original ones is 
contained in the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (a) If f is stably algebraic on R (resp. stably nil, a stable 
identity, stably of multinomial degree < k) then f  is A-algebraic (resp. nil, 
a polynomial identity, of multinomial degree < k) on R. 
(b) If  A is infinite, every polynomial identity is stable. 
(c) If A is uncountable then all the notions introduced are stable. 
Proof. (a) A is trivial. (b) See [13, Theorem 3.16, p. 151. To have (c) we 
first need a lemma. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let R be an algebra over a field F. Let F[x, ,..., xn] and 
x1 ,..., xn) denote respectively the polynomial ring and the rational function 
-$d in n-variables over F. 
Given u, ,..., u, E R OF F[x, ,..., x%] linearly dependent over 17(x1 ,..., x,), 
for evwy specialization xi --+ ti E T, T a field containing F, the elements 
q(t) E R OF Tare dependent over T. 
Proof. Say w, , wg ,..., w, ,... is a basis of R overF, 
t 
UJ = c P&X)Wj . j=l 
The dependence relation is equivalent to saying that the t x m matrix 
(p&x)) has rank < m. This in turn is expressed by the vanishing of m x m 
minors. This condition is clearly preserved under specializations, so the ui(t) 
are also linearly dependent. 
We go back now to Proposition 1.4. 
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Proof. (c) Let T 2 iz be a field and a, ,..., a, E @A T. There exists a 
finite number of elements r1 ,...: Y* E R such that a, , 
Consider S = A{r, ,..., YJ C R. S has a countable basis w1 , wa ).*.> W, ,..= 
over A, with multiplication table wiwi = C CQ~W,; we also have ri = C Ijji3wj 
(aijb ) /& E A). Consider the subfield C of A generated, over the prime field, 
fficients and the coefficients of f~ C is a countable field, the 
C Cwi _C R is a C-subalgebra containing or ,I.*, rt an 
Let ai = CE, witij , t,? E T. Since A hs uncountable, we ca 
find algebraically independent elements xij over C, (i = I,..., n; j 
We consider the elements ti = C wjxij E R and u = j( l1 )..., c,) = 
gij being a polynomial in the xij)s. Of course 3 = j(a, P..O) am) = 
Now since we know that certain powers ~60, u~I,..~, Sk of u are linearly 
dependent over A this implies that the same powers are dependent over 
C(xij) since R N a & A. In this case Lemma I.5 applies and one deduces 
that is”, @y.., @Km are dependent over T. A quick case analysis finishes the 
proof of (c). 
Let us prove a theorem that shows the usefulness of the stability assumption. 
THEOREM I .6. If f is stably nil on R then the values off generate a nil ideal. 
ProoJ. We may assume that R has no nil ideals and 
that f  is a polynomial identity (by passing to 
extending ia to A(x) we can assume then that 
further restrict ourselves to the case R primitive. W is a dense ring of linear 
transformations on a vector space V over a division algebra K, which we can 
assume commutative (by further extension of the base field). Ht is sufficient 
to show that dim, V < 00 because for matrix algebras over an infinite field 
it is known that a nil valued polynomial is necessarily an identity [cf* 
p 63, 641. On the other hand, if dim, V = 03, any matrix algebra over 
a subquotient of R, hence inherits the same property as 
Now f  is not a polynomial identity on all matrix algebras and so, by the 
Pr ‘ous remark, it cannot be nil valued on all matrix algebras. 
do not know whether a similar theorem holds for f  stablv algebraic. 
I f  f  is known to be only nil on R we can still characterize ovided we 
restrict our attention to primitive or more general@ semisim 
THEOitEM 1.7. If f is a polynomial of degree m nil vahed on a primitive 
ring then one of the following is satisjied. 
(a) f  is a polynomial identity of R. 
(b) R is a jinite Ting and j R \ < G(m) (+(m) will be estimated in the 
course of the proof, and j S j denotes the number of elements of the set 5’). 
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Proof. Assume f is not a polynomial identity of R. Since R is a primitive 
ring, R acts as a dense ring of linear transformations on a vector space V over 
a division ring D. Since f is nil valued on D, f is an identity on D; therefore D 
is finite dimensional over its center L. We claim that V is finite dimensional 
over D; otherwise for every integer K, f is nil valued on (D)rc . This is clearly 
impossible if D is infinite. If D = L is a finite field, we will show 
(1) f is not a polynomial identity for(L)% , k large. 
(2) f nil valued on (L)le and not a polynomial identity of (L)lc implies 
that j(L>e 1 is bounded by an explicit function of m. This will complete the 
proof of the theorem. 
Let us recall that, if R is an algebra over a field F, f a polynomial identity 
of R of degree m and 1 F 1 > m, then f is a stable identity. In particular iff is nil 
valued on (L), , L a field, then f k is an identity of (L)K; therefore if 1 L 1 > km 
we have that f k is an identity on k x k matrices over an infinite field G. This 
makes f an identity on (G)k, and so k < m/2. 
Now assume f is a polynomial identity of (L)k (resp. nil valued on (L),,J; 
if G 2 L is a field with [G : L] = t, s an integer and ts < k then (G), _C 
mts c (-4 f . so IS a P 1Y o nomial identity (resp. nil valued) on (G)$ . If [ G [ = 
) L jt > m and f is a polynomial identity of (G)s , the previous remarks imply 
s d [m/21. 
Now we can certainly choose s > [m/2] and t such that 1 L It > m unless k 
is bounded. In fact j L /t 2 2t so j L jt > m if t > log m/log 2 and so 
k d (b@l + l)((log m/log 2) + 11). A ssume now that f is nil valued on (L)& 
and not a polynomial identity of (L)B . The previous remarks imply ( L j < mk. 
For all G, s, t as before f is nil valued on (G)s and not an identity of (G)s as soon 
as s > m/2. Furthermore, as before, s > m/2 implies 1 G 1 < ms. In particular 
we deduce that there exist no t, s with ts < k, [ L It > ms, s > m/2. Choosing 
s = [m/2] + 1, we see that we cannot specify t with t([m/2] + 1) < k, 
t > log(m[m/2] + l)/log2. Hence 
k ( 
4 
1odm[m/21 + I> 
log 2 + I] ([ml21 + 1). 
Since 1 L j < m * k, we deduce an estimate for ](Lh 1. 
COROLURY 1.8. If f is nil valued on a semisimple algebra R, fN is a poly- 
nomial identity of R (N depends only on the degree off). 
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2. RINGS WITH POLYNOMIAL IDENTITY 
In this section we will study the previous notions when 
satisfying some polynomial identity over A. This assumption will remain in 
force throughout Section 2. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that R is prime and J a polynomial which is 2% 
algebraic. Thm either R is algebraic over B OY f is a po~y~o~~~l identity of R. 
E?OQI. Assume that Ii is not algebraic over B. Let Q(R) be the quotient 
ring of R and Wits center; clearly W is not algebraic over B. If  Z is the center 
of R, then Z is also not algebraic over B. 
Let til ).‘., z+ in R be a basis of Q(R) over EV. For variables xij we consider 
generic elements & = C xi++ EQ(R) 6& W[X,~]. We consider the element 
f($l 2**.9 &J = p in Q(R) &, W[x,J. The coefficients oti of the characteristics 
polynomial of p are elements of W[xii] which take on algebraic values over 
when evaluated in Z. By Proposition 1.2 these polynomials nmst be constan 
We nytist show this imphes f is a constant polynomial on Y x T matrices 
over W, since f has no constant term this wiil implyjis a polynomial identity 
of Q(R), hence of R. 
Consider f  as an element of the ring of Y x Y generic matrices over 
y  the remarks above, the norm off is constant. Hence (computing jr in 0) 
we have norm ofJ is 0, so f = 8 in the ring of generic matrices. This says /” 
is an identity on W, , hence also on Q(R). 
(.kROLLARy 2.2. For algebms R with polynomkl identity, evwy A-algebraic 
function f  (x1 )..‘) q.) is stably algebraic. If A is in.nite every ~~~~~ncti~~ is stably 
nil. 
ProoJ”. Let T 3_ A be a field and al ,..., a, E @A T = S; we must show 
that zl = f(ar ,..., a,) is algebraic over T. If  u is not algebraic over T there 
exists a prime ideal P of S such that E E S s 3s not algebraic over T, 
Let w be the image of R in s. We have S = and so I? is also a prime rmg. 
Let Q be the ring of fractions of R and Z its center. Since j‘ is A-algebraic 
valued on a we must have that Z is algebraic over A un!ess f  is a polynomial 
identity of R. If  Z is not algebraic over A then Z is infinite. Thenf a poly- 
nomial identity of a implies it is a polynomial identity of 3, which contradicts 
fact that a = f (zl ,~.., c&) # 0. Hence 2 is algebraic over A, so w is 
ebraic over A and finally s is algebraic over TY a contradiction. 
In the nil case one proceeds exactly as above, noting that f ml valued on 
the prime ring a implies (with A infinite) that f is an identity on R, and so 
also on h!z 
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COROLLARY 2.3. Let f be B-algebraic on R. If, for all minimalprimes P of R, 
f is not an identity on RIP, then R is algebraic over B. 
Proof. Assume u E R, u is not algebraic over B. We pick a prime ideal P 
of R so that ii is not algebraic in R/P. P contains a minimal prime Q, and the 
image of u in R/Q is not algebraic over B. By Theorem 2.1 R[Q satisfies f, a 
contradiction. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If  f  is B-algebraic on R and R hasJinitely many minimal 
primes, then L(R) = the lower nil radical of R = I n J where I and J are ideals 
such that R/I satisJies f and R/J is algebraic ovey B. 
Proof. Let P1 ,..., P, be the minimal primes such that R/P, satisfies 5 
For the other minimal primes Qr ,..., Qt we have R/Q, is algebraic over B 
by 2.1. Let I = () Pi , J = 0 Qj . Clearly I n J = L(R) and R/I satisfies f. 
We claim R/J is algebraic over B; since RI J C Cj R/Qj this is clear. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If  f  is nil valued on R, then the elements f  (a, ,..., ar)” 
for N determined as in 1.8 generate a nil ideal of R. 
Proof. It is enough to show that for any prime ideal P of R, fN is an 
identity of RIP. Thus, changing notations, we can assume that R is prime. 
By looking in Q(R) we can conclude that the nilpotent elements of R are of 
bounded nilpotence degree s. Thus f  s is an identity on R. This says that f  is an 
identity on R unless R is a finite ring of matrices, in which case Corollary 1.X 
applies. 
QUESTION. In Corollary 2.4, can we eliminate the assumption that there 
are finitely many minimal primes ? 
3. MULTINOMIAL DEGREE ONE 
In this section f  will be a polynomial function of multinomial degree one 
over B. We begin with a lemma which will become useful at a later stage of 
the development. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be a central simple algebra over aJield L which is finitely 
generated over the prime field k. For all 01 E S satisfying atits) EL (n(a) a positive 
integer depending on a) there is a fixed integer N > 1 so that aN EL. 
Proof. Let [S : L] = ns, where [S : L] is the dimension of S over L. 
If  a E S and 0~~ EL, we consider the ring L[w.]. First we assume that L[ol] is 
a field. Since elm = b EL, the conjugates of 01 are of form LX~ where (, is an mth 
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ecause 01 E S we have [L[N] : L] = h, h / B. The splitting fi&l 
ree < h! over L. Since L is finitely generated over k we can 
choose an integer M so that 5 24 = 1 for all roots of unity 5 satisfying 
[I,(<) : Lj < s!. Considering the norm of a we obtain CO?! E-L where E is an 
mth root of unity and [L(F) : L] < h! But then & = 1, and SO (E@)~ = 
CC~IJ~ EL 3 @‘ml EL. Thus IV, = MB! will do. 
Suppose next that characteristic L = 0. Since the polynomial x% - b is a 
separable polynomial over L, we can conclude that L[cx] E Lr Gj .*. @ & , 
where& is a field containing a copy Lci) of L and Li = LCi)(rx& ay = bi E ~5’~“. 
Sine n EL, the elements b, are identified to the same element b of%. Sin.ce 
QI= =r LX~ , we obtain o?+‘o = C ap E @ L(Q, v&h ATO as above. Suppose 
CPU = (Cl )...) et). We have Cim = Cjm for i # j. Therefore the Ci’s differ 
by a root of 1 in L. Since the roots of L are finite in number we have an 
integer 2” so that aNoT G L. Finally assume characteristic L = p > 0. L[cL] has 
a nilpotent radical which we denote by J. L[cx]/J is again of form 
the Et are fields as above, We conclude that a?‘0 z y(mod J), 
the elements of J are nilpotent and in S, there is a fixed c so that cc~’ = 
for all x E 3. Then 0~~0~~ = pc y  EL. Finally we choose N = NOpce 
We begin our analysis of functions of multinomial degree one with the case 
of a division ring. To fix notation, B will be a division ring whose center is a 
field Z. Letf = j(~r ) . . . . xr) E 2(x, ,..., x,> be a polynomial inn ~o~c~rnm~ti~g 
variables with coefficients in 2. We assume f is homogeneous in some set of 
variables; we denote this subset by (x1 ,‘.., xd), 
Suppose J has multinomial degree one on D. Since D is a div 
this is clearly equivalent to saying: for all aI ,.. .) a, E 
f($ I’-*, aT)m(al*..*a~) E Z, where m(ar ,.~.) q.) is a positive integer depending 
on a1 ,.*~, a,. Then: 
(I) Can we conclude D is finite-dimensional over .Z ? 
(2) If  the answer to (1) is affirmative, is the dimension [D : Z] effectively 
bounded, and is m(a, ,.,., a,) bounded? 
The results obtained can best be summarized in: 
TNEOREM 3.2. Let f and D be as above. If ~~~~a~tey~st~~ 
we assume 
(A) f  i.~ not an identity on p x p matrices in c~~~~~te~~st~~ p. 
Then (1) ID : Z] = 99 wkere n < &[degree f + 21 
(2) f is an identity on n - I x n - 1 mat&es 
(3) f* is a centralpolynomial on n x n matrices, and>for ali “1 
we can take m(a, ,..~, a,) = n. 
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We do not know if hypothesis (A) can be eliminated. We also do not know 
if the homogeneity assumption on f can be eliminated. It is apparent that for 
a givenf, hypothesis (A) must be verified for only finitely many characteristics, 
namely those for which p < m/2, m = degreej E.g. for f (x, y) = xy - yx, 
p < m/2 = 1 gives no restriction. We shall actually show hypothesis (A) is 
unnecessary if Z is an uncountable field or a perfect field. 
If A is a subset of D, we write C,(A) = the centralizer of A in D = 
(x E D ] XE = tx, all t E A}. When no confusion is possible we write C(A) for 
C,(A). 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 begins with 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose a, ,..., a, ED such that f  (a, ,..., a,) # 0. Let 
K = C(a,) n -es n C(a,). Then K is a commutative J;eld which is algebraic 
over Z and either 
(1) Z is algebraic over a jnite field 
OY 
(2) K is purely inseparable over Z. 
Pyoof. Let 01 E C(a,) n C(a,) n I.* n C(a,). Clearly K is a division 
algebra over Z. By our homogeneity assumption, there is an integer s so that 
f (maI ,,.., aad , adcl ,..., a,) = a”f(aI ,..., a,). There exist integers m and n 
so thatf (aI ,..., a,>n E Z,f(n!a, ,..., olad, ad+1 ,..., ar)m E Z. Thus @“f(al ,..., a,)m. E Z 
since a commutes with the ai, and so oimnsf(al ,..., ar)mn E Z +- a?ns E Z. 
Thus K/Z is a division algebra of multinomial degree one in the sense of [15]; 
we conclude by 1.2 and 3.1 of [15] that K is commutative and (1) or (2) holds. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
It should be noted that both the commutativity of K in Lemma 3.3 and the 
fact that (1) or (2) h o Id s are earlier theorems of Kaplansky; we have given 
reference [15] for convenience. 
We proceed temporarily with the assumption that possibility (1) in Lemma 
3.3 does not occur. Note that if char Z = 0, Lemma 3.3 says K = Z. 
LEMMA 3.4. With f and D as before, assume Z is not algebraic ovey aJinite 
jield and D is injinite-dimensional ovey Z. Then every algebraic element of D 
ti purely inseparable oveY Z. 
Proof. Suppose u E D is algebraic over Z. Let Z(U) be the subfield of D 
generated by u and Z; we have [Z(u) : Zj < co. It follows from the 
double centralizer theorem [8, 4.3.21 that C(U) has center = Z(U). We trace 
through two possibilities. Suppose first [C(a) : Z(U)] < co. Let K be a 
maximal subfield of C(u); we have then [K : Z] < co. K is a maximal 
subfield of D, for if K C M is a subfield of D containing K we would have 
MC C(u) 5 M = K. Since D has a maximal subfield which is finite- 
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dimensional we conclude [D : Z] = [M : Zj2 < CC by [IO, p. 1651, a contra- 
diction. Thus [C(u) : Z(ti)] = co. It follows thatf is not a polynomial identity 
of C(u), so zla,,..., a, E C(u) with”@,,..., u,) f  0. Singe u E: C((a,) n ..~ n fIi+~~>~ 
we have by Lemma 3.3 that u is purely inseparable over Z. 
We note that D has no lack of algebraic elements. In fact ifs is a polynomial 
identity on .!I9 then [D : Z] < co and al1 elements are algebraic over Z. Sfj 
is not an identity, then all elements f(a, )..., a,) # 0 are algebraic over Z. 
In this latter case, Lemma 3.4 provides a large number of purely inseparable 
elements. 
We are finally in a position to prove that D is finite-dimensional over Z, 
at least if possibility (I) of Lemma 3.3 does not apply. We wiIl have to sti~dy 
the finite-dimensional case in more depth before handling the possibihty 
that Z is algebraic over a finite field. 
ProoJ Tne proof will be by contradiction, so we may suppose [D : Z] = oo3. 
Suppose first char D = 0. Then for any a, ,~.., a, E we have f(al P-9 q.) 
algebraic over Z, and hence purely inseparable Lemma 3.4. Thus 
J(a, ,*-*, a,) E Z, so f  is a central polynomial on D. If  y  is a new variable 
we concludej”j - yf is a polynomial identity on D, and this forces 
Thus we may suppose char D = p > 0. If  for all a, ,...i a, E 
fl% P..., a,) E Z, then D is again finite-dimension as before. Thus we may 
suppose 3b, 7 . . . . b, ED with OL = f(b, ,..., b,) 6 2. ma 3.3 01 is pure&r 
inseparable over Z. Thus we can find an eleme u g z, up E z. we 
write [x, ZJ] = xu - ux; since u 6 .Z’ we can choose x with [x, u] # 0. But 
= [... [x, ?k]u,..., u] (p-times). Using this iterated commutator we can 
produce an element y  E D so that 77 = yzc - uy =# 0, zru = ZdzI. Since 21 f  C(u) 
we can write S = au, a E C(u). From yz.4. - uy = zI = klz$ # 0 we get 
28 =-I (a-“y)u - u(a-“y) = mu - urn where m = &ye ~ornrnut~~~ this result 
p-times with m gives u = m% - urn P. The net ontcome of u = my?u - UM = 
m% - zemg is that (TYP - m)u = u(m” - m), i.e., VP - m E C(a). 
Now iet 6)s be the algebra generated over Z by a and m. Clearly VP - m 
and ze are in the center of D, . Let k = center D, . Then [I,(m) : q = p since 
rnp - m EL, m $I+ The commutation rule urn = ma - u shows that the 
elements z@, i = 0, 1, p - 1 span D, as a left vector space over L(m). We 
have proved [Q, : L] = p2. Since f is not an identity on p x p matrices 
by hypothesis (A), we conclude that f  is not an identity on D, . Hence 
3UJ ).~-) a, E 23, ) f(Ul )...) al.) # 0. But then WP - m E e(a,) n 1.. n 
so mp - m is purely inseparable over 2. This says in particular tha 
algebraic over Z, so m is also purely inseparable over Z. But then 3% with 
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mp” E Z, and u = mP”u - urn p” = 0, a contradiction. This concludes the 
proof of Lemma 3.5. 
Because of Lemma 3.5 there is some point in studying the case where 
[D : Z] < 00. Suppose then that [D : Z] = n2. Let K be the prime field of 2. 
Picking a basis {e, , e, ,..., eBz} for D over 2 gives us a multiplication table 
122 
e,ej = C aijeek 
k=l 
i,j = 1 ,.a-, ?P, 
where 
We adjoin to K the aijlc and the finite number of coefficients off to form a 
field L finitely generated over K. Then the ei , i = l,..., n2 generate a division 
ring D, central of dimension n2 over L, and in fact D = D, aL 2. Since 
f E-q% ,*-a, x,.}, all hypotheses adhere in D,; for the moment we study Do 
instead of D. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.2. If  Z is not algebraic over a finite 
field, then [D : Z] = n2 < cc by Lemma 3.5. By Lemma 3.1 we have an 
integer N so that f N is a central polynomial on D,, . It follows that f “y - yf N 
is also an identity on D, so f  N is a central polynomial on n x n matrices over 2. 
This impliesiN is an identity on n - 1 x n - 1 matrices over 2 [13, p. 1721. 
As the identities of matrices over Z have no zero-divisors we conclude that f 
is an identity on n - 1 x n - 1 matrices over 2. By 1113, p. 221, 2(n - 1) < 
degree f and son < +[degreef + 21. This concludes (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.2. 
Before proving (3) of Th eorem 3.2 we dispense with the case that 2 is 
algebraic over a finite field; we will show this case simply could not arise. 
We may assume that f  is not a polynomial identity on D, for otherwise 
[D : Z] < co and so by Wedderburn’s Theorem D is commutative. Again, 
iff(ar ,..., a,) E 2 for all ai E D we obtain f y  - y f  an identity on D implying D 
commutative. Thus there are elements a, ,..., a, such that f (a, ,..., a,) ED 
is algebraic over 2 of degree > 1. 
Suppose 01 E D, [Z(a) : Z] = n > 1. Then .2(a) is a cyclic extension of the 
field 2 with Galois group generated by CT, u* = 1. By the Skolem-Noether 
Theorem [IO, p. 1511 there is an element u ED so that ZIOIU-~ = ~(a). Let 
A = Z(ol, u) be the division ring generated by a and 01. As un commutes 
with a: we have 21” E B = center of A. Since [Z(ol) : Z] = n and ~a: = O(OI)U, 
the elements CM i,i = 0, l,..., n - 1 span A over B. Thus [A : B] = 9. 
As all hypotheses adhere in A, we conclude as in Lemma 3.1 that fN is a 
central polynomial on A for some integer N. As before this implies f is an 
identity on n - 1 x n - 1 matrices and so n < $[degree f + 21. We have 
shown that the degrees of algebraic elements in D are bounded. Accordingly 
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we can pick a subfield K of D which is maximal with respect to being algebraic 
over Z. l3y the arguments above K is finite dimensional over Z. Let d = C( 
A is a division ring satisfying all the hypotheses. K is algebraically closed in d 
hence f takes values in K. As before this says that A = I( is commutative. 
This makes K a maximal subfield of D and thus [D : Z] < co implying 
D = z. 
It remains only to prove (3) of Theorem 3.2. We have from (2) that jN is 
a central polynomial on .D for some integer N, and [D : Z] = n2 < co by (1). 
Since Z is an infinite field, fN is a central po?lynomial on n x rz matrices. 
It is enough to prove the following. 
LEMMA 3.6. SupposeFis an in$nite$eldandf =4(x1 ,..., x7) EF{x~ ,...) CC,> 
a ~~~y~orn~a~ in the noncommutitig variables x1 ,.I., x, without constaazt term. 
zf-f” is a central polynomial on a simple algebra ~j degree E oveg F for some 
integer N >, 1, then f* is a central polynomial on n X n matrices over F. 
PYOO$ We consider f as an element of the division ring of n x n generic 
matrices F(x, ,..., x,) where m 2 I and m > 2. Let C be the center of 
F(% ,*.., x,). By assumption f N = a E C. Without loss of generahty we may 
assumeF contains all roots of unity. The conjugates offin an algebraic closure 
are of the form lf where 5 is an Nth root of unity since they satisfy the 
equation xN = a. Since f EF(xl ,..., x,~), which is of dimension n2 over 47, 
f  is algebraic over C of degree h, where h j n. Suppose a1 = f, a2 ,~.., c?lh are 
the h conjugates ofJ, counting multiplicities if necessary. Then the product 
p = ala2 )...) olh E 6, and ,B = cf h where E is an Nth root of 1. I f  n = ha, 
&en p” = @f”” = pf” E C. Since 8 E C, we conclude f” E C, so f” is 
a centra.Yi polynomial on n X n matrices. 
Lemma 3.6 is certainly enough to settle item (3) of Theorem 3.2. For we 
may as well assume n > 1 and so Z is infinite. Because JJv is a central 
po!ynomial on Z, = n X n matrices over 2, we know f” is a central poly- 
nomial on Z, . As the identities of D are the same as the identities of Z, , 
f” is then a central polynomial on D. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.7. &.qSpose D is a division ring wzth center .2? satisfying 
(xy - y2cj-Y) E Z, n(x, y) a positive integer depen&g on x and y. Ther; 
[II : 21 < 4. 
ProoJ We apply Theorem 3.2, where f (x, y) = xy - yx. Hypothesis (A) 
holds since xy - yx is not an identity on p x p matrices in characteristic p. 
By (1) of Theorem 3.2 we have [II : Z] = 9. Since f  must be an identity on 
n - 1 x 1z - 1 matrices, we must have n - 1 < 1 and so n < 2. Hn fact 
it follows from (3) of Theorem 3.2 that (xy - yx)* is a central polynomial on D. 
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We would now like to extend Theorem 3.2 to primitive algebras and 
semisimple rings. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let R be a primitive a&ebra with center A and f  = 
f  (Xl 7-**, 4 E Ah >-.., x,> a polynomial which satis$es the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.2. We assume A is not algebraic over a$nite$eld. I f f  is of multinomial 
degree one on R, then R is a finite-dimensional central simple algebra over A and 
[R : A] = n2, where 
(1) n < &fqeef + 21, 
(2) f is an identity on n - 1 x n - 1 matrices, 
(3) f  12 is a central polynomial on n x n matrices, and so also on R. 
Proof. Assume first that R is finite-dimensional over A. We will show (l), 
(2), and (3) follow without using our homogeneity restriction on f or hypo- 
thesis (A). If f is a polynomial identity on R, then (l), (2), (3) all hold. 
Otherwise we can write R E RO or. A where L is infinite and finitely 
generated over the prime field, R,, is an 9 dimensional central simple algebra 
over L, and f EL(xI ,..., x,>. All hypotheses apply in RO . Since f is not a 
polynomial identity on R, , there is a nonempty Zariski open set U of R,,’ 
(considered as atline space of dimension n2r over A) on which f takes invertible 
values (see [13, p. 641). Therefore on U we have: x E U 3 f(x)"(") E A, 
m(x) depending on x, since f (x) has multinomial degree one and it is invertible. 
By Lemma 3.1, there is a fixed integer N so that x E U implies f(x)" E A. 
Thus fNy - yf N is an identity on U. Since U is dense in R,,T, f *y - yf N is a 
polynomial identity on R,, . We have showed f N is a central polynomial on RO . 
By Lemma 3.6 f n is a central polynomial on R,, , and (l), (2), (3) now follow. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 3.8, we must show R is finite-dimensional 
over A. In any case R is a dense ring of linear transformations on a vector 
space V over a division ring D. Clearly D is finite-dimensional over A by 
Theorem 3.2, so we need only show that [V : D] < 00. If not, for any 
integer n we have A, a subquotient of R, and so satisfies all hypotheses. But 
we have proved above that this implies n is bounded, a contradiction. 
This concludes the proof of 3.8. 
If A is algebraic over a finite field, and R is a primitive algebra over A, 
which is algebraic, then every element of R has multinomial degree one so 
every function on R has multinomiai degree one. 
COROLLARY 3.9. If R is a semisimple algebra overA and f a polynomial of 
degree m which is of multinomial degree one on R and satisfies all hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.2, then R satis$es allidentities of n x n matrices fir n < +[degf + 21. 
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Proof. is a subdirect sum of primitive algebras al of which satisfy the 
conclusion by Theorem 3.8. 
We remark that if hypothesis (A) can be removed in Theorem 3.2 (e.g., for 
fix, Y> = XY - ~4, th en Corollary 3.9 will hold for ail semisimple rings 
even if they are not algebras over a field. For instance. 
COROLLARY 3.10. I f  R is a semisimple Gzg on which xy -yx has Haiti- 
nomial degree one, thelz R satisfies all identities of 2 x 2 matrices. In $act 
can be embedded in 2 x 2 mat&es, OWY some commutative rig C’ which has 
no nilpote& ekmelzts. 
The preceding results are considerably strengthened if J is stably of 
multinomial degree one on R (e.g., if A is uncountable). 
TNEOREM 3.91. Let R be an A-algebra with a ~o~~orn~a~~~ A(%, ,..., x7) 
stably of m~lti~omia~ degree one on R. Then for N( > = the niE radical oj 
f&X? 
/N(R) can be embedded Z’B n x n matrices ovey a commutative ring 
where n < $idegf+ 21. 
(2) Jn is a cePztra1 polynomial on n X n matrices ove7 A. 
Proof. We may assume N(R) = 0; by extending A we can further 
assume that R is semisimple. By the usual arguments we may then assume 
is primitive, hence a dense ring of linear transformations on a vector space V 
on a division ring K; by further extension we can make K commutative. 
As in the proof of 3.8 we conclude f’” is a central polynomial on 
m < &[degf + 21 and [I? : K] = m2. Gluing together the primitive pieces 
to conclude Theorem 3.11 is now straight-forward. 
Note in this stable situation we needed no homogeneity assumptions on j 
nor hypothesis (A) of Theorem 3.2. 
We will finish this section with a rather special instance of mu~tinom~a~ 
degree one. We will consider algebras R over a field A and a polynomial 
f(x, ,..-) x,) E A(x, ,..., q.1 so that f(x>“(“) = S(X) for all x E R’ with a(x) 
a positive integer depending on x. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let R be a primitive algebra with center A and f  = 
fbl ,.~*> XT) E A(x, ,...) x7> a polynomial homogeneous in some set of variables 
so thatf(x)“(“) = f(x) foor aZZ x E RR’ (1 < n(x) ktepen&Bg 0% x)- 7”kzen 
(I) R is unite-dim~io~l over A 
(2) .lf f  is not a polynomial identity of R, then char A = p > 0, A & 
algebraic over the prime$eld, and R g A, with a < deg f. 
48I/3S/Y-IO 
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Proof. Suppose first that R is finite-dimensional over A. If f is not an 
identity on R, then 3x, E Rr so that f(xJ invertible. By the homogeneity 
condition, given x E A we have c?f (x0) = f (xl) for some x0 E Rr, t an integer. 
We conclude that 01 # 0 implies 01 M = 1, some M. Thus A is algebraic over 
a finite field. Hence R g A, for some integer a; we must show now 
a < degf + 1. Let N be the subalgebra generated by upper triangular 
matrices in R. Since f is both periodic and nil on N, f must be an identity 
on N. We claim N satisfies no identity of degree < a - 1. For if not, then N 
satisfies a multilinear identity fi of degree < a - 1, and we may assume 
fi = Xl ,.*a, % + &I >-**> x,J, all monomials in g are # X, ,..., xd and 
d < a - 1. We substitute x1 = E,, , x, = Ez3 ,..., xd = Eddil. But 
f (4s ,..a, Eddfl) = Eld+l # 0, a contradiction. Ergo a - 1 < deg f 
implies a ,< degf. 
To conclude the proof of 3.12 we must show that R is finite dimensional 
over A. R is again a dense ring of linear transformations on a vector space V 
over a division ring D. We must show [V : A] < 00. If f is an identity on D, 
then [D : A] < co, otherwise any nonzero value off is a root of unity. This 
implies as before that A is algebraic over a finite field, and f is of multinomial 
degree one on D. Since A is perfect, it follows from the proof of 3.2 that 
D = A, and so finite-dimensional. It remains to show [V : D] < co. Other- 
wise A, is a subquotient of R for all n, but the argument above shows n must 
be bounded by deg f. Thus [V : A] < co and the proof is complete. 
We finish with some remarks related to the obstructions to eliminating 
hypothesis (A) of Theorem 3.2. If D and f are as in Theorem 3.2 and 
[D : Z] = co, then we know: 
(1) 2 is countable. 
(2) char 2 = p > 0 and every algebraic element of D is purely 
inseparable over 2. 
(3) D has elements of arbitrarily large inseparable degree over Z. 
(4) If x G D is not algebraic over 2, then C(x) satisfies f as a polynomial 
identity. 
Possibly one may prove there is no division ring satisfying (l)-(4). We will 
show however that there are division rings satisfying (l)-(3). 
EXAMPLE 3.13. Let K be any field and L an extension field. We will show 
there is a division algebra D with center K containing L. For this purpose, 
let R, be the free product of L with itself over K, R, = L J&L. By [5], 
RI can be embedded in a division ring D, with center containing K. If the 
center of D, = K we stop at this point. Otherwise let R, = D, &D, , and 
D, a division ring with center containing K which contains R, . Clearly 
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3 D, 3 L 3 K, and any element CL E D, which is not in K is not central 
2 (or in R,). Iterating this construction, we obtain M CL CD, C D, C ... C 
D, c . ..) where: CXED%, not in K, implies 01 is not central in n+f . Taking 
D =&,D,,wehaveD2LandcenterD =K. 
Take now K a countable separably closed field which is not algebraically 
closed and L its algebraic closure. Then constructing D as before, we have 
the desired example; D satisfies (l)-(3) above. 
4. MULTINOMIAL DEGREE k 
We begin with a number theoretic lemma which will be applied later. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L 3 K be a separable extension of$elds ar,d 0 # CI E 2 = 
the ulgebruic &sure of L. Let s, k be positive integers. If  ays has rn~~~inorni~~ 
degree < k over Kfor ally EL, then [L : K] < k. 
Proof. We may assume that [L : K] = m < co. We fix an additive 
valuation v  of L(a) so that the extension L/K is split completely for v  as in 
y  2.2 of [15] there is an element M EL so that the conjugates of y  
have m distinct values under v. The conjugates of olys will have m distinct 
values unless v(gyIs) = v(~l~~~~) where the CQ are conjugates of a and the yi 
conjugates of y. This forces: (*) s[v(y,) - v(y,)] = v(a2) - ~(a~). Replacing 
y  by viol where rr is a uniformizing parameter for K has the effect of multi- 
plying the left side of (*) by i. Since the right hand side of (*) is bounded, 
for large enough i this equation is impossible. Thus for some y. = -rriy we 
have at least m values among the conjugates of olyOs. Now as in [15] we conclude 
that myas has multinomial degree >, m over K. It follows that m < k, and so 
[L : K] < k. 
Let J(xl ,~.., x,) E A{x, ,..., x,} be a polynomial, n an integer, D = 
A<& 7”‘) &.) the division algebra generated by Y generic n x n matrices, 
W its center. 
DEFINITION 4.2. We say f is formally of m&inomial degree < k for 
n X m matrices if f  (.$, ,..., c,) E D is of multinomial degree < K over W 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If  f  has formal rnu~ti~om~a~ degree < k for m x n 
matrices, then for every central simple algebra S over a JTeld X 3 A of degree n, 
Jhas rn~~t~nornia~ degree < k on S. 
BooJ By extending X if necessary we can assume S = (Xjn . Consider 
the canonical embedding D -+ (A(x:j)jn; i,j = I,..., n; s = I,..., Y, where tt 
goes into the matrix with entry $’ in the i,j componexxt. Sincef([, ,..~, E,) =f 
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is of multinomial degree < k over W, some distinct powers jha, ~JQ,,.., fhk are 
linearly dependent over W. f”i can then be considered as a matrix over 
R[xjj’] and the dependence relation can be expressed by the vanishing of 
some determinants with coefficients in A[x:j’]. Clearly this condition is 
preserved under specialization of the entries in T which corresponds to 
specializing the xifs in ( T)n . 
We would like to establish a converse to the previous proposition; in fact 
we would like a strong converse in which one S is enough to deduce formal 
multinomial degree < k. Unfortunately we will need some restrictions on S. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let S be a simple algebra of degree n over its center T. 
We assume that T 2 A and that (i) tr deg(T/A) >, n2 * Y + n6. If f has multi- 
nomial degree < k on S then f has formally multinomial degree < k on n x n 
matrices. 
Proof. Let u, ,..., u,~ be a basis of S over T. Let uiuj = C yijfiulc be the 
multiplication table and C = A(y& _C T. Let tjS) E T, i = l,..., n2; 
i = l,..., n2; s = I,..., P be algebraically independent over C. Their existence 
is assumed by (i). Let 
7js = 1 pu, E s. 
a 
The ring R = A{q, ,...,q,] is clearly isomorphic to the ring of Y generic 
matrices over A. By [13, p. 631 the embedding of R into S is a central exten- 
sion and, identifying the quotient ring of R to D, we have a unique diagram 
R +S 
D 
Furthermore S g D & T. 
Now fh >..., vY) E D has multinomial degree < k over T and so also 
over W, and this finishes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.5. Iffe A{x, ,..., x7> is formally of multinomial degree < k 
for n x n matrices, then it is an identity on n - k x n - k matrices. 
Proof. Letf==f(tr ,..., &) E D as beforejho,fhl,...,jhk(h,,<hI < *** <h,) 
are dependent over W and since D is a division algebra we may assume 
h, = 0 (we are implicitely assumingf # 0; otherwise the theorem is trivial). 
By the proof of 4.3, for any n x n matrix ring (T)n , T 2 A the evaluations 
of 1 =fhO,JThl,..., f -hk are dependent over T. Consider ( T),-l C (T)n . Evalu- 
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ating p in (T)n-l we find that Jhc takes values in (T),-I for z’ > 
1 $ (T),-, we have that the evaluations of jhl,...,jhz are dependent over T. 
Since T is arbitrary, 4.4 can be applied and we deduce that j has formally 
multinomial degree < K - 1 on n - 1 x n - 1 matrices. By induction f 
isanidentityonn - K X n - 15 = (n - 1) - (K - 1) x (n - 1) - (k - 1) 
matrices. 
In light of the previous results we prove now a partial generalization of 
Theorem 3.2 
THEOREM 4.6. Let D be a division ring with center A andf E A(x, )..., x,) 
a ~oly~orn~a~ of multinomial < k on D. We assume: 
(1) Jis homogeneous in a set x1 ,..., x6 of variables. 
(2) If char A = p > 0 and A is countable a& not perfect we assume 
that f is not a polynomial identity ofp x p matrices. 
Then! [D : A] = n2 < ~3. 
Roof. Let k C D be a maximal separable subfield of I). We claim that it 
is sufficient to show that [L : A] < co. In fact, if this is proved, consider 
C(L) the centralizer of L in D. C(L) has center L and satisfies the same hypo- 
Furthermore all elements of C(L) algebraic over L are purely 
inseparable hence of multinomial degree 1 over e. Thus j has multinomial 
degree 1 on C(L) and from 3.2 we have [C(L) IL] < 03. This we know 
implies ID : A] < co. If [L : A] = co we can find a separable extension Tof A 
with T CL and [T : A] > k. Consider C(T); by hypothesis [C(T) : T] = oo, 
so we can evaluate f in C(T) obtaining a nonzero value CL = J (u, ,.“) q.). 
If y E T then f(yul ,...) yu, , udil ,..., u,) = y% for some fixed integer s. We 
are now in the situation of Lemma 4.1 and we deduce [T : A] -< k, it contra- 
This finishes the proof. 
ould like now to extend Theorem 4.6. To primitive algebras as in 
Theorem 3.8 we restrict A to be not algebraic over a finite field, 
algebra over A. We also assume that the conditions (1) and 
satisfied. 
THEQRI~M 4.7. If  f  has multinomial degree < k on R then: 
(2) If  the transcendence degree of A ozler the sub$eld generated by t 
coe$%ients off is greater than n2 * r + n6 then f  is an identity of n - k x 3 - 
matrices. 
(3) -?f R Lx 6% one has n G #(k, r)(+(k, r) det~mi~ed in the course of 
the proof). 
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Proof. We begin with (3). We can reduce to the case that A is finitely 
generated over the prime field but not algebraic over a finite field. Then A 
has separable field extensions of any degree. Let q, t be integers with qt < n. 
Choose a separable extension G of A with [G : A] = q. Then (G)b _C (Jn . 
Iff is not a polynomial identity on (G)t we can evaluate f in (G), and obtain 
an invertible element 01. If y E G, as in the proof of 4.1, we see that yh has 
multinomial degree < K over A and this implies [G : A] < K. Therefore 
since f is not an identity of t x t matrices for t > [m/2] (m = deg f) we 
cannot satisfy simultaneously t > [m/2], q > K. This implies that 
([m/2] + l)(R + 1) > n. We return to the proof of (1). R is a dense ring of 
linear transformations on a vector space V over a division ring D. By 
Theorem 4.6 [D : A] < co and by (3), (A)la cannot be a subquotient of R 
if n > ([m/2] + l)(K + 1). H ence dim, V < ([m/2] + l)(K + 1). (2) follows 
from (1); in fact we know that [R : A] < co, hence 4.4 and 4.5 apply to give 
the desired results. 
Remark. In (3) we do not know whether one can remove the hypothesis 
that R is split. It is clear that the only obstruction is in proving it for a division 
algebra D. One can improve the previous argument in order to take care of 
various cases, but one cannot meet, for instance, the case in which D has prime 
degree. 
We precede now to state and prove a generalization of 3.11. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let R be an A algebra and f E A{x, ,. .., x,> a polynomial 
stably of multinomial degree < k on R. If N(R) is the nil radical of R then 
(1) R/N(R) to be embedded in n x n matrices over a commutative ring, 
where n < +[degf + 2k]. 
(2) f is formally of multinomial degree < k on n x n matyice. 
Proof. As in 3.11 we may reduce ourselves to the case that R is a dense 
ring of linear transformations on a vector space V over a field K and we may 
also assume that K has infinite transcendence degree over the prime field. 
From the previous theorems it then follows that dim, V = n < cc and that f 
is formally of multinomial degree < k on n x n matrices. Hence the theorem 
follows by 4.5. 
We would like to give some examples of polynomials which are formally of 
multinomial degree < k on n x n matrices, where k < n. It is clear that any 
polynomial is formally of multinomial degree < n on n x n matrices. 
Let A be a fixed field and D(r, n) the division ring of Y generic n x n 
matrices over A, r > 2. Once we produce an element of D(n, r) of multi- 
nomial degree <k over its center, we can produce an actual polynomial 
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which is of multinomial degree < k by using Formanek’s polynomial [6] an 
clearing denominators. 
Suppose n = p?p$,..., p%, where the pi are distinct primes. Then 
r> zz Q oz D-2 oz ,a*-, oz a0 > where Z = center D(n, Y)> 
i&n ring central of degreepzi over Z [I]. Since each element of 
degree < p$ over Z, it is in particular of multinomial degree 4 &a. In fact 
by [IS] there are elements of multinomial degree over Z exactly &*. By 
killing the trace it is then easy to produce elements of m~ltin~mial degree 
<pi” - 1. 
4fJ~ D, as above and f is a polynomial, then by Theorem 4.5 and an easy 
estimate,Sis an identity on the factor D, & D, @ ~*- @ Dw I In fact f is an 
identity on r;: - p, x n - p, matrices, and thus on matrices of size 
Pla + *..+p$ifw> 1. 
All central polynomials have multinomial degree = 0. We would like to 
discuss existence of polynomials of multinomial degree = 1. If  n = p, 
a prime, the existence of elements of D(n, Y) of multinomial degree = 1 is 
equivalent to an affirmative answer to the crossed product conjecture for 
division algebras of degree p in characteristic q, q = char A. This is unknown 
for any characteristic if p > 5. An exphcit polynomial of rn~lt~~Qrnia~ 
degree = 1 forp = 3 is produced in 1141. Forp = 2 the p‘Lynomia1 XJJ - yx 
has m~lti~omial degree = 1. It follows from [2] that a polynomial f  of 
multinomial degree = 1 for n x n matrices, where n = p”, p an odd prime, 
k > 1, must satisfy: f  &’ is a central polynomial on n X n matrices. The 
existence of such f  is not known. 
For n = 4, D(4, r) is a crossed product relative to the group Z, x Z,; 
hence one can find polynomials f E D(4, Y)> fz E Z, J $ Z. These are again 
polynomials of multinomial degree = 1. 
Clearly for various composite n we can produce polynomials of multinomiai 
degree = 1 as above by considering appropriate divisors of n. 
I f  we consider D(9, r) in characteristic 3, then there may or may not be 
elements of multinomial degree = 1. For if f  has multinomial degree = 1, 
then f” E Z and Z(f)/Z is purely inseparable of degree 3. Thus C(J) has 
degree 3 over Z( S ), and so also contains a purely inseparable subfield M of 
degree 3. Mence M/Z is purely inseparable, and so by [9] D/9, r) would be a 
cyclic algebra. If  D(9, r) is cyclic there is clearly a purely inseparable subfield 
of degree 9. To recapitulate: D(9, P) is a cyclic algebra in characteristic 3 
if and only if it contains an element of multinomial degree = 9. Extending 
these remarks gives. 
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5. RATIONAL MAPS AND INVOLUTIONS 
There are two directions in which one may try to extend the previous 
theorems. First of all if D is a division algebra with center A then one can 
consider, according to [3], rational functions on D. If f is such a rational 
function with multinomial degree < k can one say that [D : A] < co ? 
In light of Theorem 4.6 we must restrictfto be of some non-zero homogeneous 
degree in some variables and not a rational identity on p x p matrices in 
characteristic p. Then the proof of Theorem 4.6 yields: [D : A] < co. Most 
of the theorems on division rings now go through with only trivial modifica- 
tions. 
A second case of interest is to consider the same type of problems for rings 
with involutions. If R is a ring with involutions and f (x1 ,..., x, , x1*,..., x,*) 
is a polynomial in some variables xi’s and their *‘s, one can consider all the 
questions previously analysized in this setting. All the theorems can be 
generalized in this context. Of course for the precise estimates one has to use 
the results of Amiture [4]. 
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